




10. crows call

crows call from the aspen forest
i am naked

bathing in my tears
a red heart floats beside me

i am naked
full moon shines on my skin
a red heart floats beside me

guitar is singing

full moon shines on my skin
clouds are embracing

guitar is singing
cool winds flow from the mountains

clouds are embracing
crows call from the aspen forest

cool winds flow from the mountains
bathing in my tears

11. flower petals rubbing

when we come together
our touch is tender

flower petals rubbing in a gentle breeze
fragile as life, easily torn

our touch is tender
light as drifting clouds

fragile as life, easily torn
like dragonfly wings

light as drifting clouds
silky

like dragonfly wings
skin on skin

silky
when we come together

skin on skin
flower petals rubbing in a gentle breeze

12. sea of light within

falling again
deeply darkly

within
expanding

opening
my soul

expanding
dissolving

my soul
surrounds me

dissolving
sea of light

surrounds me
falling again
sea of light

within

Poet's Perspective
 
        Poetry allows me to creatively and cathartically connect with and express the deepest part of 
my soul.   In the variation of the Pantoum form that I use, derived from the ancient Malayasian 
Pantun, each line is repeated twice in a cascading sequence.  This links the last stanza with the 
first, thereby creating a circular structure which lends itself well to musical interpretation.  This 
format enables the poems to evolve slowly, like flower petals unfurling in slow motion.  All lines 
must make sense in the context of their unfolding, and, in the repetition, two perspectives 
become congruent.

        The repetitive aspect of the poem triggers a meditative state commonly induced by chanting.  
This form enables the poem to unfold similarly to the way a night dream unfolds.  The unresolved 
ending has a lucid and open quality which adds an element of suspense and double entendre 
similar to that experienced in night dream images.
 
        Watercolour painting is another transcendent medium that I use to similarly engage.  I am 
also a school teacher in Calgary, Alberta.  My gift to my students is to help them develop skills to 
connect with and express their passion.  My three sons are the greatest joy of my life.

Find your passion,

Cindy Waites                                                                                                                                                    07/01/04

       A note from Sharon
        Sometimes people enter your life bringing such amazing gifts. Several years ago, I received a 
call from a young mother, Cindy, whose two year old son, Joe, told her that he just had to learn to 
play the guitar. She gave me a call and Joe started guitar lessons with me when he turned three. I 
was privileged to be a part of Joe and Cindy's lives for the next fourteen years. Cindy and I often 
shared our stories of spiritual expansion and growth with each other. We soon learned we had 
much in common. Her poetry and my music proved to be a perfect link.
        The first time I became aware of Cindy's poetry was when one of her poems won a prize in a 
poetry contest in a local magazine. When I read it, I heard music inside. My curiosity was aroused 
by this musical response to her words and I asked her some questions about her poems.  
        I was fascinated as she described her variation of the ancient Malaysian Pantun. If you give 
each of the eight lines a number, the corresponding numbers for the lines of the last (fourth) verse 
are seven, one, eight, and three. For me, these numbers represent spirit, unity (or unity 
consciousness), infinity and trinity. Each poem is grounded in one or more of the elements (water, 
earth, air and spirit). I find Cindy's poetry deeply spiritual and completely human. A thought 
entered my mind about expanding this impact by accompanying her words with music. 
        My next encounter with Cindy's poetry was very personal. I was honoured to receive a poem 
for my birthday written by Cindy and two of her sons, Joe and Matt. It is called "Ode to Guitar" and 
appears on track seven on this CD. She also gave me copies of several other poems. I heard music 
inside when I read each one, but not yet clearly enough to write it down. So I filed them away, 
trusting them to the proverbial "back burner" to let them "cook" for a while.
        Another four years passed before I would see the poems again. A gift of recording equipment 
got me thinking about them. I retrieved the file of poems to read again and the music started 
pouring through me. After I had written music to two of her poems, I invited Cindy to listen and to 
ask for her permission to use her poems for a CD. She was surprised and pleased. 
        With gratitude and her permission, I began a fascinating journey. I soon discovered how 
deeply I had to surrender to my intuition (spirit) to create this music. If I tried to add something or 
impose a structure that wasn't supposed to be there, I was completely blocked and would stare at 
a blank page for days. Track 12 on the CD, "Sea of Light Within," was the most interesting lesson. 
This piece consists of two chords built on the notes C G D A and A E B F#. To me, these two chords 
complete and integrate all that has come before. My years of formal musical training came to the 
fore and I was convinced that there should be a melody floating above these chords. After the fifth 
attempt at writing a melody and two weeks of being completely blocked, I finally surrendered to 
the notion that these two chords were all that were intended. It was supposed to be a meditation. 
This thought hadn't occurred to me until I performed all twelve pieces for some friends and they 
felt strongly that this last piece is indeed a meditation. 
         The pieces appear on the CD in the order in which they were composed. When the music was 
complete for one poem, I selected the next in a completely intuitive way. I believe the pieces are 
most effective if heard from beginning to end in order. As I composed and recorded this music, I 
added strong healing intentions to each piece. As you find your own way to explore this music, I 
ask that you choose a piece that provides you with a sense of completeness or wholeness when 
you end your listening.
          



 


